Correction {#Sec1}
==========

Following publication of the original article \[[@CR1]\], the authors pointed out that the figure shown as figure S1 is actually figure S2 and vice versa. Figure S1 should show the barcharts, and figure S2 should shows the heatmaps. Figure captions are in the correct order.*"\...SILVA-only OTUs (37,066 97% OTUs and 1266 85% clusters) (Additional file 3:* ***Figure S2*** *)\..."* ***- \>*** "*\...SILVA-only OTUs (37,066 97% OTUs and 1266 85% clusters) (Additional file 3:* ***Figure S1*** *)\...""\...in groundwater and soil (Fig. 2, Additional file 2:* ***Figure S1*** *)."* ***-\>*** *"in groundwater and soil (Fig. 2, Additional file 2:* ***Figure S2*** *).""\...from genomes as training data (Additional file 3:* ***Figure S2*** *, \..."* ***-\>*** *"\...from genomes as training data (Additional file 3:* ***Figure S1*** *, \...""\...were predicted to be chimeric (Additional file 3:* ***Figure S2*** *)" -\> "\...were predicted to be chimeric (Additional file 3:* ***Figure S1*** *)"*

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1186/s40168-017-0367-2
